
API-50

Full Servo Control & Pneumatic Options Available

The API-50 Series Depositing Unit has been designed to accurately portion smooth and 

particulated products, such as sauces, spreads, chutneys & sandwich fillings. 

With a depositing accuracy of +/- 0.1 grams the API-50 is by far the most accurate depositor 

available. With the ability to deposit small to medium particulates, the API-50 Depositor is ideally 

suited to depositing and spreading sandwich fillings. Those difficult to spread products such as 

chutney fillings and particulates in mayonnaise can easily be applied either by single shot or by 

multi shot to provide equal and accurate distribution.

With a Depositing Accuracy of +/- 0.1 grams the API-50 is by far the most 
Acurate Depositor Available!

Perfect for Sandwich Fillings!



API-50
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Unit 7, Tom Thumb Ind Est. Hull. HU3 2BT

API-50
A recent installation removed the need for manual spreading the product 
after the deposit and in addition we achieved an improved deposit accuracy 
compared to the clients existing filler.

Single, twin, or multiple head versions of the API-50 are available. 
We have recently developed the super-sized version which is ideal for filling 
fruit pies and fillings with particulate sizes up to 20mm.

A simple to assemble and a simple to clean machine with minimal 
removable parts and all product contact areas fully accessible. 

The API-50 Depositor is available with a pneumatic drive for single shot 
deposits or a servo drive configuration for multiple deposit applications.
The servo drive option provides the user with endless possibilities for deposit 
presentation and the user-friendly controls and recipe function is a fantastic 
feature for ease of setting and repeatability.

Both options provide exceptional deposit accuracy as standard. Products 
successfully deposited include chocolate sauce, caramel sauce, jams, 
chutneys, mince meat, tuna & sweetcorn filling, pastes, batters and creams.

Capacity: 50 Grams Per Cycle
Accuracy: +/- 1 Gramm
Speed: 30-120 Cycles Per Minute
Totally Safe with no Restrictive Hopper 
Guards
Easy to Strip Down
Hygienically Designed
Rigidly Built 
Mechanically Reliable
Full Access to Controls
Operator Friendly
Ergonomic Adjustments 


